Dennis Duke
The title question has been debated for well over two centuries. During the late 18th and the entire 19th century the debate was primarily between various British and French scholars who had learned Sanskrit and studied the surviving Indian astronomy texts. From the beginning there was broad agreement about the many similarities between ancient Indian and Greek astronomy. For example, Burgess (1893: 746-748) , in reviewing the history of these early investigations, summarizes the many Sanskrit names that are transliterations of the Greek. Thus for Aries the Greek is Κριός and one Sanskrit version is Kriya, for Taurus we have Ταύρος and Tâvuri, etc. Similarly, for the names of the visible planets we have for Saturn Κρόνος and Koṇa, for Jupiter Ζεύς and Jîva, etc. And for technical terms we have for declination ἀπόκλιμα and âpoklima, for a minute of arc λεπτή and liptâ, etc. Similarly, in the Romaka Siddhanta, whose Greco-Roman origin is strongly suggested by the title name alone, is found the relations 1,040,953 days in 2850 years, so the year length is exactly the Hipparchan value 365;14,48 days, and for the moon 110 anomalistic months in 3031 days, thus a Greek model using Babylonian zig-zag structure.1 However, if one was willing to accept that the Indian culture was much older that the Greek and even the Babylonian cultures, then there was room for argument about the claims for originality on both sides of the debate.2
In the 20th century the debate continued, now primarily between western scholars and a growing number of scholars from India. The lines of the debate were more or less predictable, the western side pointing to the many similarities and concluding that ancient Indian astronomy was developed largely from the transmission of Greek astronomy, and to a lesser degree Babylonian astronomy filtered through Greco-Romans; the eastern side claiming that the duke similarities could just as well result from original development in India followed by transmission to the west. In addition, the Indian scholars pointed out that there appear to be many features in Indian astronomy that are not seen at all in Greek astronomy, and are certainly not present in the culminating Greek text, Ptolemy's Almagest, thus supporting the idea of a significant amount of original Indian contribution to astronomy. However, western scholars countered this argument by pointing out that the transmissions to India could just as well consist of Greek astronomy developments from the centuries before Ptolemy, and that the texts that brought this pre-Ptolemaic astronomy to India have been lost.3
Much of the 20th century debate regards the Greek and Indian planetary models. In broad terms the models are similar. The planets orbit the Earth with mean motions specified by period relations. The planetary true speeds differ from the mean values due to two anomalies. The zodiacal anomaly, common to all seven planets, is the variation of speed as the planet circles through the zodiacal constellations. The solar anomaly, shared by five of the planets, is the occurrence of a retrograde motion when the planet is near opposition to the Sun. Finally, each of the planets has a latitude to account for the fact that their orbits are generally not in the plane of the ecliptic. It is, of course, not surprising that these fundamental features are shared by both Greek and Indian planetary models, since the features in fact reflect what is observed in the sky.
On the other hand, the Greek and Indian models differ dramatically in the way these features are implemented. For example, the mean motions are specified in the Almagest by period relations involving small numbers.4 Thus, for Saturn, Ptolemy suggests that Hipparchos knew the integral relation two revolutions in longitude in 59 years, but he is going to use the corrected relation two revolutions in longitude plus 1;43°in 59 years plus 1¾ days. In addition, Ptolemy's epoch positions are specified at noon on -746 Feb 26, and the mean longitude of Saturn, for example, is 296;43°on that date.
In contrast, in the Aryabhatiya Saturn is said to make 146,564 revolutions in longitude in 4,320,000 years while the Paitamahasidddhanta gives the even
